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Gaming Law in a Nutshell Sports Law in a Nutshell
The State of Gambling Law in Texas
Eight Liners Operate on the Edge of State Law. A New Bill 
Would Give Communities Regulatory Options.
21st Century Casinos: How the Digital Era Changed the Face of 
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The Lord of the Rings
Gaming Law in a Nutshell
Murphy v. NCAA
Murphy






See Using State v. Rosenthal to Trump 
PASPA and Save Atlantic City
Murphy
Gov. Greg Abbott Orders Lottery Staff to Stop Pursuing 
Gambling Expansion,
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Fantasy Sports: The Rapidly Developing Legal Framework
Are Daily Fantasy Sports Legal?
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Fantasy Sports Businesses Have to Defend 
Practices as Integrity Called into Question
Compare 
with
Id. see also The NCAA ‘Doth 
Protest Too Much, Methinks’ About DFS
see also 
Daily Fantasy Sports and the Presidential Debate
See
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FanDuel, Facing Opposition, Maintains Its Visibility in New York
Daily Fantasy Sports Leagues: Do You Have the Skill to 
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Id.  see also 
, supra 
Out of Bounds?: A Legal Analysis of Pay-To-Play Daily 
Fantasy Sports
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Internet Fantasy Sports Game Protection Act: Hearing on AB 1437 Before the 
Assemb. Comm. on Governmental Org
Id.
Id.
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Attorney General Asked Whether Daily Fantasy Sports Games 
Are Legal in Texas
Id.
See
Ken Paxton’s Criminal Trial Has Been Pending for Nearly Four 
Years. Here’s a Timeline of His Legal Drama






Odds Still Against Expanding Gambling in Texas Despite 
Supreme Court Ruling
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Gaming Law in a Nutshell 
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See Supreme Court Oral Arguments in NJ Sportsbetting Case 
Analyzed
Leagues, States Make 
Sports-Betting Play
Supreme Court Ruling Favors Sports Betting
NFL Sees a Gambling Windfall—The League 
Has Shifted Its Focus to How Sports Betting Could Help Grow Football
With Sports Betting Legal, New Jersey’s
Monmouth Park Aims to Take Wagers Soon
Game On! Legislature 
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noncash merchandise prizes, toys, or 
novelties, or a representation of value redeemable for those 
items, single 
not more than 10 times the amount 
charged to play the game or device once or $5, whichever is 
less.
supra 
See 82(R) Bill Stages for HB 1154
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See e.g., Owens, 
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Aces Wired v. Gametronics
Hardy
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See State Game Room Regulations Taking Effect Friday
see also 
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See generally supra 
Paxton Deluged with Sports Support Attorney General to Opine 
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Gaming, Gambling, and Eight-liners: Separating Fact 
from Fiction
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Texas Lawmakers Seem Unlikely to Double Down on Sports 
Betting, GOP-Dominated Legislature no Fan of Gambling
Id.
Id.
Murphy
supra
Id.
Id.
